COVID-19 TRAVEL GUIDE

is open for tourists!
For a comfortable trip please pay attention
to the rules for visiting Uzbekistan during the pandemic

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
FOR TOURISTS
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+
Negative PCR test for COVID-19 (certiﬁcate)
issued at most 72 hours before departure.
Passenger will not be allowed on board from
the city of departure without certiﬁcate

Medical insurance covering
the costs of COVID-19 treatment
as well

Travel voucher from our Сompany
conﬁrming the tourist is traveling
as part of a group

Upon arrival in Uzbekistan express test for COVID-19 is mandatory at the airport.
The procedure looks like this:
ь In front of the passport control there is a medical cordon,
which takes an analysis from the arriving passenger and issues
a special sticker with a QR code.

ь By the time passenger receives the luggage and completes
the payment for express test, result will be ready. Study takes
about 15-20 minutes.

ь While the analysis is being prepared, the passenger should
go through passport control and get the luggage.

ь When leaving the terminal passenger checks the QR code,

ь Passport control checks a voucher from the host
company and a valid PCR test.

ь If test result is negative passenger passes control, leaves
the airport and begins our part of the service. The entire process
from the airstairs to the airport exit takes about 45-50 minutes.

ь After receiving the laggage passenger have to pay for an
express test. The test cost is 150,000 Uzbek soums (~15
USD), payment is made in the national currency. Exchange
oﬃces in arrivals area are open around the clock. There are
also ATMs where cash in national currency can be withdrawn.

which determines result of the express test.

ь If test result is positive passenger is placed in quarantine
and then sent to the clinic for treatment. In this case the
passenger's medical insurance will be used.

WHAT ELSE DO YOU NEED TO KNOW:
On the airplane board to Uzbekistan,
all passengers, regardless of the trip
purpose, are asked to ﬁll out a
questionnaire indicating the address
of voluntary self-isolation for 14 days
upon arrival. If you are a tourist and
travel in an organized group you
should ﬁll in the hotel addresses from
travel company voucher. For tourists
traveling to Uzbekistan as part of an
organized group requirement for
self-isolation does not apply.

Wearing masks throughout
Uzbekistan is mandatory.
Social distance must be observed
indoors and outdoors. Antiseptics are
readily available in public places.
Uzbekistan entered the top ten
leading countries in terms of security,
ranking 9th in the annual global index of
law and order according to the
international research institute of
Gallup's.

Country has developed a system of sanitary
and epidemiological safety for tourists:
Uzbekistan. Safe Travel Guaranteed.
Tourist sites, infrastructure and public
places (accommodation facilities, transport
infrastructure, restaurants, cultural sites,
etc.) must operate in strict accordance with
all international safety standards: conduct
regular enhanced sanitization and
disinfection, minimize contact between
visitors entering public areas,
thermometry, transport to be ﬁlled by half
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